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Abstract
This deliverable presents work done by the 5GINFIRE consortium to create a supportive
environment for dissemination, exploitation and standardisation activities, including project
website, project branding features and logo, as well as the initial project strategy for
communication and dissemination.
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Executive summary
A public website, based on the open source Wordpress content management system, has
been setup and provides general information about the project, the consortium as well as
placeholders for event & news announcement and publication of deliverables are provided.
The website will serve also as the main portal to manage the 5GINFIRE open calls. The
website has been registered on Google analytics to collect visitors statistics and is accessible
at https://5ginfire.eu/
In addition, the 5GINFIRE project developed a set of tools to give support for dissemination
and exploitation. This professional toolkit gathers the 5GINFIRE logo, templates for external
communication and internal material.
Finally, this deliverable reports the initial dissemination strategy, depicting key
communication materials and actions to spread the word around project’s vision and results.
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1 Introduction
The 5GINFIRE consortium will implement during the project duration a coordinated set of
actions to generate impact from the project’s vision and results through communication
activities. This deliverable depicts the preliminary work developed by partners to create a
supportive environment for dissemination, exploitation and standardisation steps, including
project website presentation, project branding features and the initial strategy plan for
communication and dissemination.
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2 5GINFIRE project website
The 5GINFIRE project website represents the main channel for dissemination and to hosts
links to all project deliverables, dissemination items, and formal content of the project. The
project website is a cornerstone of the project’s online presenc e and represents a first
contact point for 5GINFIRE. This is particularly important for the 5GINFIRE open calls.
Brief information about the project, main project news and announcement of current or
planned events and representation of the project goals and achievements can be fou nd on
the start page of the 5GINFIRE website. Figure 1 shows the landing page of the project
website. The page contains also an updated list of relevant events and news. All pages of the
website provide links to recent posts and the project Twitter account including a history of
the tweets.

Figure 1: 5GINFIRE Website – Homepage
The 5GINFIRE project online presence has been established in April 2017 (project month 4)
and is reachable under the following address https://5ginfire.eu/. The following sections
guide through the website of the 5GINFIRE project.
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2.1 About 5GINFIRE
Project Objectives, the 5GINFIRE project work plan and an overview of the project
consortium are given under the “About 5GINFIRE” subpages. In the following a short insight
on the subpages is given.
2.1.1 Project objectives
This subpage presents the main project goals of the 5GINFIRE project and related specific
objectives of the project, presenting also the 5GINFIRE reference model architecture ( Figure
2).

Figure 2: Snapshot of the project objectives page

2.1.2 Work plan
This page represents a short description of the work plan and a sum mary of the planned
major 5GINFIRE activities (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Snapshot of the project work plan page

2.1.3 Consortium
Details of the partners of the consortium are listed with logos, country information and links
to the painters’ website.

2.2 Publications
Project deliverables with due dates and a link to download the documents are listed on this
section. The project publications section will be extended during the lifetime of the project
with further project outputs such as publications, press releases, news and so on.
2.2.1 Deliverables
The table of the 5GINFIRE deliverables lists the number of the deliverable, the deliverable
name, the nature and dissemination level of the deliverable as well as a download link and
the due date of the deliverable (Figure 4).

2.3 Further development of the website
The current version of the 5GINFIRE website represents a typical EU project website.
However, as one of the main project goals is to open its facilities to other experimenters
through the planned 5GINFIRE Open Calls, the website will evolve in the next period
accordingly. Thus, prior to the planned Open Calls, a presentation of the testbeds involved in
the project with all necessary details will be provided on the website with appropriate links
and graphical presentation of the home page. The Open Calls will be of course promoted on
the home page and further details will be provided through a dedicated web page.
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the project deliverables page

2.4 Privacy rules and analytics tools
In-line with EU regulation on users’ privacy and management of cookies, a banner is shown
on the website when a visitor first visits the site, in order to obtain its agreement before
deploying cookies within the visitor web browser.
The website has been registered at the Google Analytics platform to allow monitoring of
website traffic and visits. This monitoring will be used for reporting purposes and to evaluate
community interest in relation to the project publications, news and events.
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3 Project branding
The 5GINFIRE project developed a set of tools to give support for dissemination and
exploitation. This professional toolkit consists of the 5GINFIRE logo, templates for external
communication and internal material.

3.1 Project logo
The 5GINFIRE project designed its graphical identity, presented in Figure 5, consisting of a
logo and the project short name written in the colours which corresponds to the logo design.
When appropriate, the logo without the 5GINFIRE short name can be used as well.

Figure 5: 5GINFIRE logo
This creation is a combination of two main items involved in the 5GINFIRE project. The 5G
stroke directly refers to the 5G-PPP, the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership,
initiated by the EU Commission and industry manufacturers, telecommunications operators,
service providers, SMEs and researchers. The “5G” stroke is used with permission obtain by
the Euro-5G support action. This logo is amalgamated into the FIRE (Future Internet
Research and Experimentation) initiative logo to reflect the overall project concept. The FIRE
initiative logo is used under the generic permission terms provided by the ICT-FIREWORKS
support action to all FIRE initiative projects.
The definition of colors in the 5GINFIRE graphical identity / logo is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: 5GINFIRE colors scheme

3.2 Templates
A set of templates has been designed for deliverable release and project presentation. We
focused on slightly reminding the project graphics design and fostering the direct use of
project quality reference.
Each document contains key information to follow up versioning and authoring to directly
identify the proper document. This will ease the use of documents within the consortium,
giving accuracy and relevancy in data management.
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4 Initial communication and dissemination strategy
4.1 Targeted stakeholder groups
In order to achieve the project goals, it will be necessary to approach the right stakeholders
to gather inputs from their side which are relevant for implementation and further
development of the 5GINFIRE concept during the project life time. The two main
stakeholders targeted by the 5GINFIRE project are:



Testbed providers who will join the project as third parties through the project open
calls, including testbeds which might offer their facilities through the 5GINFIRE
framework outside the mechanism of the open calls, and
Experimenters, from industry, including SMEs, as well as academia and research
institutions, who will use the 5GINFIRE testbeds and infrastructure through the open
calls or any other kind of cooperation with the 5GINFIRE project.

Furthermore, the 5GinFIRE project will also disseminate project outcomes to others
associations, projects, and experts communities that could benefit from project outcomes as
well as give relevant feedback to the project. In particular, the following audiences are
targeted:





Other related projects, relevant to the topics addressed in 5GinFIRE,
European R&D organisations and their relevant researchers working in the project
topic or those who might be interested to work in the topic,
EU and national policy makers and other interested actors, and
Relevant fora and standardization bodies.

The project has taken actions to engage directly in the 5G-PPP work group on trials and
experimentation, since this group is of high relevance and importance for reaching out to
target stakeholders.
A detailed elaboration of the targeted stakeholders groups will be provided in the 5GINFIRE
deliverables D8.2.

4.2 Communication channels and material
Besides the project website, an important 5GINFIRE communication channel has been
established by using the project Twitter account, to spread relevant information to the
targeted stakeholders groups.
The 5GINFIRE will participate at relevant conferences and events as well as provide scientific
and other types of publications. Furthermore, project press releases will be published at
least on annual base.
Based on the graphical project identity, presented in Sec. 3, templates for the project
deliverables, other project documents, presentations, flyers, and posters have been created.
The first set of the promotion material, based on the prepared templates, will be prepared
for the EUCNC 2017 conference.
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5GINFIRE has alredy successfully initiated its presence at relevant stakeholder conferences,
sucah a at EUCNC 2017 through a special session on “Emerging trends for 5G experimental
environments”

4.3 Promotion of open calls
For 5GINFIRE, it will be very important to widely promote the planned open calls, in order to
attract as many organizations as possible interested to use the 5GINFIRE testbeds for
experimentation. The open call will be promoted on the 5GINFIRE website, on the Twitter
account, by distribution of the focused flyers printed and online, by presentation on the
open calls at appropriate occasions (events, workshops, conferences, etc.), and by
organisation of webinars for interested stakeholders.

4.4 Organization of project workshop
5GINFIRE will organize every six months workshops focusing on the following topics






First 5GINFIRE workshop at EUCNC 2017 conference will focus on the project
objectives, approach, and further details related to the project work plan
Second workshop will focus on promotion of the first 5GINFIRE Open Call in autumn
2017 (the open call promotion will be also organized at other relevant occasions),
The third workshop planned for spring 2017 will focus on results from the first open
call; accepted experiments and testbeds joining the project
The fourth 5GINFIRE workshop will be organized in autumn 2016, to present results
achieved by the experiments as well as to promote the second 5GINFIRE open call
5GINFIRE will organize two workshops during 2019 to present experiment results
from the second open call as well as to present the overall project results and
achievements towards a sustainable solution for the 5GINFIRE testbeds for the
period after the project life time

4.5 Timing and 5GINFIRE strategy
A progressive strategy (Figure 7) will be implemented during the 5GINFIRE project following
three main phases intending to: firstly, create project awareness, then, present the first
project outcomes and initiate community interactions, and finally, strengthen trust building
and results adoption. A more accurate outline of the dissemination plan (D8.2) will be
released in June 2017 (M6) as planned in the work plan, taking into account specific needs
and constraints from targeted future users, consortium partners, etc.
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Figure 7: 5GINFIRE initial dissemination strategy

5 Conclusions
The 5GINFIRE project designed and published its website representing the main channel for
the project dissemination activities hosting all the project deliverables, dissemination items,
and formal content of the project. The project website represents also a first contact point
for 5GINFIRE and its testbeds.
As one of the main project goals is to open its facilities to other experimenters through the
planned 5GINFIRE Open Calls, the website will evolve in the next period accordingly. Thus,
prior to the planned Open Calls, a presentation of the testbeds involved in the project with
all necessary details will be provided on the website with appropriate links and graphical
presentation of the home page.
Furthermore, the 5GINFIRE project designed its graphical identity consisting of a logo and
the project short name written in the colours which corresponds to the logo design. Based
on the defined graphical identity, various templates have been created; deliverable and
document templates, presentations, flyer, poster, etc.
Finally, an initial communication and dissemination strategy of the 5GINFIRE project has
been laid down in the document, which includes:





Identification of main targeted stakeholders group, other projects, and initiatives,
Communications channels, including corresponding promotion material to be used,
Overall strategy for promoting the 5GINFIRE Open Calls, and
Organization of project workshops

A more accurate outline of the dissemination plan (D8.2) will be released in June 2017 (M6),
taking into account specific needs and constraints from targeted future users, consortium
partners, etc.
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